CROSS SECTIONINGOF PHOTOGRAPHIC
ARTIFACTS
by Kathy Mayhall
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or "tooth"
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Fig.
ple

PIGMENTED
GIUM
LAYER

1.

Photomicrograph

of gum bichromate

sam-

{

SJ
}

PAPBR
SUPPORT

Fig. 2. Line drawing based on Figure 1. The
pigment-bound
layer is clearly
visible
as a dark
surface sitting
on and lightly
penetrating
the
upper paper support
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Carbon Transfer
The carbon print
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GELATIN

LAVER

Fig. 4. Line drawing based on Figure 3. The
gelatin
print transfeL sits on the surface of
the gelatin-coated
transfer
paper and the shadow/highlight
interface
is visible
as a clifflike drop off.
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knife,
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since
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Fig. 6. Line drawing based on Figure 5. The
various layers of this sample have moved over
one another during cross sectioning
and present
a distorted
view of the succession
of the individual layers.
The opaque band is the baryta
layer coating the paper base to segregate
the
image-carrying
gelatin
layer from the paper
fibers.
The thin upper-most layer represents
the gelatin
binder and the silver
image provides
a grainy pattern
toward the left side of the
photomicrograph.
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Cellulose
The last
nitrate

photomicrograph

film.
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layers,

a filter
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layer,

the image, did not dissolve

are the vari-
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the sample was taken

A small problem was encountered
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from
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Conclusion
The preparation

of the sample blocks
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preparation
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could be obtained
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to choose from.

sectioning:
of support

were the most time-consuming
techniques

the thickness
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and/or
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cleanly.
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prints
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layers

to separate.

in the print,

section.
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played

the harder

processes

in

the type
that

shredded
tended

to section,
Finally,

sec-

a major role

of the paper,

on heavy paper

Plastic-supported

cross

number of sec-

and the number of layers

in the embedding medium making them easier
the different

Once the

the desired

out a sufficient

The following

of the

activities.

were mastered,

by churning

the sample.

allows

and the cutting

made up
rather

to soften

but this

the greater

it became to obtain

also
the
an

Fig. 7.
sample

Photomicrograph

of cellulose

nitrate
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Fig. 8. Line drawing of Figure 7. The sample
is from a color positive
and reveals several
layers including
(from the top down): a clear
gelatin
overcoat (anti-abrasion)
layer, two
color layers,
a clear (filter)
layer, an additional color layer, and a very thick support
layer.
The support is cellulose
nitrate
which
has begun to dissolve
(due to embedding medium
solvents)
resulting
in air bubbles.
The last
(bottom-most)
layer has no air bubbles in it.
It is a gelatin
anti-curl
material
approximately
equal in thickness
to the gelatin
image-carrying
layers.
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Other embedding and sectioning
There are other
microns)

systems

for thin

or a polyester

dehydration

Finally,

stains
aspects

other
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the different

cross-sectioning

cannot
cross
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Research
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Harry Ransom Humanities
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for artifacts.

of historic
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Because cross

sections

quality.

sections.

technique

be advocated

the samples

of expense and complexity.
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fried
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than Graff's

This is the first

techniques.

The various

of the sections
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than fifty

Dehydrating

aqueous systems

primarily

cotton

(less

might improve the cross-section

could be utilized.

were not explored,

be considered.

system for embedding such as Epon, methacry-

is not possible,

methacrylate

other

sectioning

which would have been suitable.

and use of a nonaqueous
late,

methods should

lab

